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Internet Protocol

 Internet Protocol version 4 (IPv4)

•RFC 791 published in September 1981

•Designed for data-sharing over networks for military and 

research facilities (DARPA)

•Most significant technology to make Internet possible, but 

nobody anticipated this growth beforehand

•IETF meeting (1990) predicted IPv4 Class B address space 

will be consumed as early as March 1994

•IPv4 becomes inadequate because applications on the 

Internet brought explosive growth which quickly depletes the 

remaining address space

• 4 billion unique addresses but practical available limit is 

approximately 250 million addresses
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Application Demands of IPv4

 Quality of Service

 Real-time applications

 Security and VPNs

 Peer-to-Peer Communications

 Mobile Devices

 More IP Addresses

…just to name a few.
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IPv4 Bottlenecks

 Application complexity and bloated code

•Security, NAT Traversal, new services such as P2P, VoIP, 

Mobility, etc.

 Middle layer services always needed because of 

broken end-to-end model

 Network layer protocol needs patching

•NAT/PAT, VLSM, CIDR, classful/classless routing protocols

•NAT: translation of TCP/UDP ports

•Introduction of new protocols needs NAT support

•Introduction of new services are NOT implemented on the 

network layer but on upper layer protocols instead
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IPv6

 IETF started works on a new transport protocol 

replacement for IPv4 since early 1990s

 IPv6 specification (RFC 2460) first published in 1998

 IPv6 Forum formed in 1999

 Aims to resolve current discrepancies of IPv4 with the 

flexibility to cater for future applications and services
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Why IPv6?

 Availability of huge number of globally routable 

address space

 Improved network management by address 

autoconfiguration with efficient address renumbering 

solution

 Multiple IPv6 prefixes on single interface and 

multihoming capability

 Fixed, simpler header allows greater efficient 

processing in hardware

 Security and seamless mobility are now standardized 

at Layer 3
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Why IPv6? (2)

 Restores the original end-to-end connectivity at the 

network layer

 Leverage next-generation application protocols 

 Rich transition mechanisms

 Any way, anytime, anywhere interconnectivity
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Number of Addresses

 IPV4

•232

•4,294,967,296

 IPV6

•2128

•340,282,366,920,938,463,463,374,607,431,768,211,456
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1. Address Availability

 IPv6 has an enlarged address space

•Now using 128 bits for addressing

•More than enough to allocate multiple IPv6 addresses to 

each and every person anywhere in the world today

 Current address allocation status of IPv4:

•IANA has allocated the last 

five Class A (/8) blocks to

the five RIRs on

3 February 2011

•APNIC has run out of freely

allocated IPv4 address on

15 April 2011
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IPv4 Statistics
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Google IPv6 Traffic Statistics

Source: Google August 2013
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2. Improved Network Management

 Address autoconfiguration makes network addressing 

much more scalable than DHCP dependence

 Enables “plug-and-play” deployment of new (mobile) 

devices and applications

 Manual renumbering of IPv4 subnets is error-prone, 

tedious, and time-consuming
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3. Multiple Prefixes and Multihoming

 Multiple IPv6 addresses per interface is possible for 

hosts and network devices

 Multihoming done with both provider-dependent and 

provider-independent address spaces

•Provider-dependent: IPv6 prefix allocated by the ISPs

•Provider-independent: IPv6 prefix obtained through RIRs

 Solutions for enterprises with network high availability 

requirements

 No impact to the global routing table
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4. Efficient Header Processing

 Fixed 40-byte basic IPv6 header

 Header is 64-bit aligned – enables faster, direct 

memory access by modern processors

 No header checksums – TTL decrement do not 

require checksum recalculation

•Packet integrity provided by layer 2 and layer 4 checksums

 Enables line-rate, hardware-based forwarding

•Default IPv6 MTU = 1280 bytes

•Maximum IPv6 MTU = 65,535 bytes (interface dependent)

 Improved scalable routing efficiency and forwarding 

rate of next generation high-speed networks
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5. Security and Seamless Mobility

 Security:

•End-to-end security

•Inherent in IPv6 standard (“must” changed to “should”)

•IPSec features are identical in IPv4 and IPv6

 Mobility:

•Increasing demand for modern smart phone deployments

•Defined as a standard IPv6 feature with increased security 

and sub-optimal routing prevention
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6. Rich Transition Mechanisms

 Flexibility in transition deployments

•No need to convert everything at once

•Time flexibility

 Various strategies available for smooth IPv4 to IPv6 

integration

•Method depends on design and user requirements

 Allows for easy and non-disruptive migration to IPv6
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IPv6 Motivational Factors

 IPv4 address scarcity

 Government mandates

 IPv6 support by modern OS and network devices

 Increasing demand for mobility applications in 

consumer markets

 Academic research

 New industrial market opportunities

•Content streaming, VoIP, any-to-any application, sensors, 

video surveillance, locations, etc.

 Key to transition: Native IPv6 contents, services and 

revenue generation
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The IPv4 Packet Header

20 ~ 60 bytes

(variable)
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The IPv6 Packet Header

Fixed 40 bytes
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The IPv6 Packet Header Explained

Version: 4-bit version field, defines 

the version of the IP packet

Value = 6 (0110)

Traffic Class: 8-bit field used to 

identify the traffic class, thus 

distinguishing packets with 

different priorities
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The IPv6 Packet Header Explained (2)

Flow Label: 20-bit field, used to 

identify all packets belonging to a 

specific flow for intermediate 

routers to handle the same packet 

flow in similar fashion

Identifying flows based on 5-tuples 

may not be available (Fragmented 

or Encrypted) or inefficient (Beyond 

the extension headers)

Uses 3-tuples instead to provide 

various forms of stateless load 

distribution and/or Link 

Aggregation Group (LAP) paths

(RFC 6437)
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The IPv6 Packet Header Explained (3)

Payload Length: 16-bit field that 

defines the size of the IPv6 

payload, including the extension 

headers

Next Header: 8-bit field that 

identifies the type of extension 

header or upper–layer protocol 

following the basic IPv6 header

Hop Limit: 8-bit field, used to 

define datagram’s maximum 

number of hops allowed
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The IPv6 Packet Header Explained (4)

Source Address: 128-bit IPv6 

address indicating the sender of 

the packet, can be either a unicast 

or unspecified address

Destination Address: 128-bit IPv6 

address indicating the receiver of 

the packet, can be either a unicast, 

multicast or an anycast address
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IPv4 & IPv6 Header Comparison

Version IHL Type of Service Total Length

Identification Flags
Fragment 

Offset

Time to Live Protocol Header Checksum

Source Address

Destination Address

Options Padding

Version Traffic Class Flow Label

Payload Length
Next 

Header
Hop Limit

Source Address

Destination Address

IPv4 Header IPv6 Header

- field’s name kept from IPv4 to IPv6

- fields not kept in IPv6

- Name & position changed in IPv6

- New field in IPv6

L
e

g
e

n
d
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Using Extension Headers

 Extension headers should immediately follow the 

basic IPv6 header

•IPv6 Next header field indicates which extension header or 

upper layer protocol follows

•If more than one extension headers exist, ordered sequence 

of the extension headers should be enforced

•Normally ends with a upper layer protocol
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IPv6 Extension Headers

 Provide extensibility function on the network layer 

without compromising performance

•Flexible and easy to extend new services with new header 

options

•Can be chained to provide multiple services (mobility + 

security)

 External to IPv6 basic header

 Intermediate devices delivers packets based on the 

destination IPv6 address of the basic IPv6 header

•Normally does not process the extension headers

•Exceptions: Hop-by-hop and Routing Header extension 

headers
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Improved Routing Efficiency

 Intermediate devices only need to process basic IPv6 

header for forwarding

 Overlapping fields removed (checksums)

 Options field exported to Extension Headers

•More flexible and efficient
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IP Addressing
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IPv4 Address Types and Scopes

 Unicast

•Peer-to-peer communication

 Multicast

•One-to-many (group), a controlled broadcast

 Broadcast

•One-to-many (all), packets will be sent to the entire 

broadcast domain (such as a VLAN)

 Anycast

•One-to-many (group), finding the nearest service from 

multiple possible sources
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IPv4 Addressing Format

 Dotted-decimal notation:

•32 bits divided into 4 octets (8 bits)

•4 groups separated by “.”

•Each octet is represented by a decimal number (0~255)

 Example: 10.158.199.255 = ?

•Answer: 00001010 10011110 11000111 11111111

Decimal Binary Decimal Binary

0 00000000 192 11000000

10 00001010 199 11000111

158 10011110 233 11101001

172 10101100 255 11111111
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IPV6 Address
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IPv6 Address Types and Scopes

 Unicast

 Multicast

 Anycast

No broadcast address in IPv6!
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Dissecting an IPv6 Address

 128 bits (16 octets) divided into 8 groups separated 

by colons

 Each group has 4 hexadecimal characters

•0-9, a-f

•RFC 5952: lower case preferred to avoid ambiguity

• 0 vs D, 8 vs B

•Each hex character represents 4 bits (0x1234)

 Use square brackets to separate IPv6 address from 

the port to be used

• http://[2001:db8::1]:8080
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Rules for Abbreviating IPv6 Addresses

 Rule 1: Preceeding zeros can be omitted

 Rule 2: Longest consecutive fields of all zeroes can be 

compressed using ::

 Rule 3: :: can only appear once

 Sample IPv6 address:

• 2001:0db8:0000:0000:00cc:0000:0000:1a01/128

 Abbreviated form:

• 2001:db8::cc:0:0:1a01/128 or 

2001:db8:0:0:cc::1a01/128
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Common IPv6 Address Prefixing

 Total 128 bits (8 groups) divided into 2 portions:

•First 64 bits: Network prefix (/64)

•Last 64 bits: Interface identifier

 Example:

•2001:db8:1010:1:0:c2:dd10:1/64

Where am I? Who am I?
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Ways of Assigning IPv6 Prefixes

 Manual configuration

 Automatic configuration

•Stateful: DHCPv6

•Stateless (SLAAC): prefix should be a /64

• Extended Unique Identifier (EUI-64): generated from the MAC 

address

• Privacy Extension: randomly generated

• Cryptographic Generated Address (CGA): PSK/hash to provide 

added address authentication

 Multiple IPv6 addresses can be assigned to a single 

interface
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Manual Address Configuration

 Most controllable and greatest flexibility

 Not scalable over huge internetwork

 Time consuming

 Error prone

 Highest level of security

 Supported by all OSes and network device 

configurations
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Address Configuration via DHCPv6

 Ease of network management

 Limited scalability over medium-sized network

 Possible security compromise due to well-known 

DHCPv6 multicast address

 Fast address deployment

 Not supported by all current operating systems

•Might have to install add-ons

 DHCPv6 can be a single point of failure
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SLAAC for IPv6

 Rapid IPv6 host address deployments without much 

manual intervention

 Greatest scalability to service provider levels

• Ideal addressing method for hotspots and mobile networks

 IPv6 network prefix provided to hosts by routers

•Host needs to generate Interface ID portion and verify address 

uniqueness via Duplicate Address Detection (DAD)

•Additional network information (DNS recursive servers) can be 

retrieved via:

• Router Advertisements (RA): RFC 6106

• DHCPv6 server

 Can have one or more IPv6 addresses via 

SLAAC/DHCPv6
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Transition Mechanisms
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Transition Mechanisms

 Technologies to facilitate infrastructure from sole IPv4 

to IPv6 coexistence

•Dual stacking

• Supports both protocol stacks at the network layer

•Tunneling

• Encapsulating one protocol over the other

• Can either be statically configured or automated

•Translation

• Conversion  between protocols
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Transition Facts

 May deploy more than one transition mechanisms at 

the same time

•IPv6-in-IPv4 tunnels are actually created by dual-stacked 

nodes

 Various transition mechanisms can be deployed at 

various areas within an internetwork according to 

function/service needed
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Dual Stacking

 Defined in RFC 2893

 Complete support for both protocols in hosts and routers

 Choice of stack depends on application API and DNS

 If enabled, most current OS prefers IPv6 by default

0x86dd0x0800
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Tunneling Approach

 Additional encapsulation is done on the existing 

packet for transport using another protocol

 Types of Tunneling

•Manual/static configuration

•Automated tunneling
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Common Tunneling Methods

 6in4

 6to4

 4in6

 ISATAP

 Teredo

 6RD

 DS-Lite
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Translation: NAT64

 Defined in RFC 6146

 Allows IPv6 hosts to initiate then communicate with 

legacy IPv4 services

•Reverse can be achieved through static address mappings
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Call to Action

 IPv6 is the future of the internet.

 There are significant differences between 

IPv4 and IPv6. 

 Don’t lag behind in IPv6 knowledge.

 Sign up now to learn more!
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Resource Links:

www.ipv6forum.com

www.ipv6.com

www.apnic.net

www.arin.net

www.iana.org

Download Presentation at: 
http://progreso.com.sg/training/resources.php

http://progreso.com.sg/training/resources.php
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#05-54 Vertex (Tower A) 
Singapore 408868 

Tel: +65 6509 9600
Fax: +65 6509 9667

Sales: ipv6@progreso.com.sg
Support: support@progreso.com.sg
URL: www.progreso.com.sg
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